
ABSTRACT FOR RESEARCH PAPER APA FORMAT

In scientific writing, an abstract is a concise summary of a paper. This quick guide will teach you how to write an abstract
section in APA format.

This brief overview serves as a summary of what your paper contains, so it should succinctly and accurately
represent what your paper is about and what the reader can expect to find. It has a team of highly-qualified and
adept writers and proofreaders, who are capable enough to draft your paper, long before the deadline, assuring
utmost quality and originality. Title of the Blog [Format]. Also use the same margin sizes, which are 1 inch on
all four sides of the paper. If you are writing your paper for a psychology course, your professor may have
specific word requirements, so be sure to ask. The list of keywords should follow after the abstract paragraph,
and the word Keywords should be italicized, indented five spaces from the left margin, and followed by a
colon. Sometimes having someone look at your abstract with fresh eyes can provide perspective and help you
spot possible typos and other errors. Realistically, there may be many different studies devoted to your topic.
However, they note that the exact requirements vary from one journal to the next. Each sentence must be
written with maximum impact in mind. Illinois Department of Industrial Relations. City, State: Publisher.
Keep on hand a copy of a style guide published by the American Psychological Association for reference. The
title of the abstract is centered at the top of the page; there is no extra space between the title and the
paragraph. One caution: NEVER copy the first few paragraphs of your main body text and place it on the
Abstract page to save time. If there is no Contributor: At times, certain contributors lack information. How to
write the Body? Database Title. Author Last name, Initial of First name. The use of 12 pt. The abstract should
only be one paragraph in length. For example, you might state that "In this study, undergraduate student
participants were randomly assigned to [the experimental condition] or [the control condition]. Contributors
are authors: If there is only one author involved Johnson, K. Last Name [Format of Interview]. The APA
publication manual suggests that your abstract should function much like your title pageâ€”it should allow the
person reading it too quickly determine what your paper is all about. On the line after the abstract paragraph,
indent the next paragraph and type "Keywords:" in italics. However, with PenMyPaper offering expert
consultation facility, grab the opportunity soon. Was this page helpful? Book title [E-reader version]. While it
is sometimes overlooked or only an afterthought, an abstract is an important part of any academic or
professional paper. For an abstract of a meta-analysis or literature review: Describe the problem of interest.
Thank you, , for signing up. Under your name, type the name of your academic institution or research
organization. Describe the participants in the study. Read more about APA headings Title page The title page,
also called cover page, is the first page of your paper. It is often written after the rest of your paper has been
completed. Title of chapter. For an abstract of an experimental report: Begin by identifying the problem.
Objective and accurate. Many thesis and dissertations remain available at the university database; cite them if
you have derived data from any. Heading 4 Indented, bold, italics, sentence case capitalization, a final period.
Omit titles e. When writing the abstract, note that the APA recommends using two spaces after sentences that
end in a period; however, sentences that end in other punctuation marks may be followed by a single space.
Under the title, you should type your first name, middle initial s , and last name. Students, frequently, dig here
for driving data from interviews, talk shows, speeches and various other videos.


